Alrei's Rain Sail
Full Monty
The Train
- Sundance
- Uphill Racers
- David in a Blue Dress
- God Miss's Day
- French Lt.'s Woman
- Paper Chase
- Man for All Seasons
- Michael Collins
- Last Detail
- River
- Radio Flyer
- To Kill a Mockingbird
Cm 5 cm. 2
Cu 5 cm. 1 1/8
Da 3 5/16
Km 3 5/16
Pac 1 1/16
Yam 1
Zman 1 1/8 V
KOL 2 1/2
MSD W 4 + V

A little bit thing...

I am a practiced woman. Practically out of my mind.
Wash house

Holy Rollers;

Monty sings of his mother as she washes

Monty & Wes both knew

Picnic: "Well, I saw colored people on her."

Brig. I. Jr.

card for Sarah
Art is the to help us ID our plays

- best even around

- basis of report or

mentioned in

...total

Longhorn idea
He was a yin man, not precisely a yang man any + either,

W/ me 1st thing to do, I shot my harp,

instrument of... fate

I'll have to remind that.

Marty's shade or something, except on any 7 faces &... Absolutely his own.
frame of mind

absolutely

piss Y veining

Do that over by 7 B (alright?

Cause has a patent
on Prozac.

Put a horn in
his 3 nuts.

A need to see you

with rage.

- God A, August
That got a rise out of him.
Susan colored.

Of money men from so far off as Boston, VLY.

9/15/91. Return

Goddamn miracle /radio

That, out here....

that out her amid. I'll be w/ the

wave herna.
ying & hard to dent
or. Answer: reason why.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
376 \\
46 \\
\hline
422
\end{array}
\]

pal

Michael Harris
B-57 of Coopel
- Union Throat
vicinity of love
structural authority
expulsion
money


Texas Energy Systems

pa. 27 - 57

cry moon

moon and growing

gone/c 7 am/t
dreadfully
994 GTO

1 pt seed meal or fish meal
1 pt dolomite lime
1 pt rock phosphate or 1/2 bone meal
1 pt sheep meal

soon: bone meal

strong pub

Silver Plate

hot dry another

not con another

Call Sarah - pics for Website?
Trellis
wire block
lawn seed spreader?
watering can
Take:
raspberries
drainage pipe
1 step to N. path
colored twine
measured 6 x 0.2
Stack
FEI
FEIC
Drilling Systems
Vant INTS
thin ends off back
tap path with mallet
cingle stone & patch
cement &
shoel cleanup
- not above steps
- tarp
- cement cracks &亲切
odd stone, S. end of path

AZX AZmix
a pleasing sort of humor...

7510 1st NE
524 Disc

Stay on

yearning sound in music

Space is aesthetic
and it is democratic.

fix drawn
dominion

Bennett, p. 93 - fiction
- 96 - hay x here
- 96 - quaintness

\[ \frac{50}{23.500} = 11 \text{ years} \]

Here now, you're making a mess.
Sunsun B (4)

Bluegrass 1 (W & E)
Jenny 2  ->  (3)
Olympia 3  ->  (3)

\[
\frac{2500}{400} = \frac{1}{1000000}
\]
Sheil music shuffled
voices in to order

She'd known to be hard
to please

41

maine archipelago
ship 170 cross as
rubbing back
other - right of it
Dave: need new drinks
chain: 35" hi
32" deep
32" wide

filter pretty
2 1/2 yrs now
fascination, instead of interest
Many not daring to take a breath.

Martins shown

Ballard (fuel cells)
B system

15 7/10
3/4 x 10 x 16 $3.81/

11/16 x 6 
10' = 714
7-9' = 644

Fire screen roofing
Highland Blue
25.47/100 sq.
8.49/33 sq.

More Green

Shingles: $135/100 sq.
$192/100 sq.
Sudden
$25,47

24.46

24.57

- 24.46

1.11

2,500

2,500

2,500

275

80

250 / 20,000

250

75

12,500

17,500

18,750
\[ \frac{2 \times 5}{2 \times \frac{3}{4}} \]

13 : 3' x 5''

8' x 10' = 80' = 960''

Ross, autumn
- Whitney Farms
- planting compost
- organic
- sky
Thank you for supporting Show and Tell. I hope you enjoy my latest novel.

5 AM - Read coffee

The law of gravity and have been news to him.
Edmonds:
- total: $5,750
- water well: $2,025
- retaining wall: $2,025
- excavation: set base
- backfill w/ railroad rock

Jan Harris:

Next yr:
- early corn bed, organic
- 2nd " " prep
w/ chicken manure
19/10 Angles
3 3/4 A. D.

6 11/16 A.M.

70 - 25 = 28

\[
\frac{4.02}{2.19}
\]

\[
\frac{x \times 21}{55 \cdot 6}
\]

\[
2.19 - 85.1 = 217.17\% \text{ Pac}
\]

\[
134 \div 3 = 44 \frac{1}{2}
\]
Screen (ND9 - HS1C)

August 1/4L
May 9/1M
June 8/2L 2/0?

ND9 3 1/4L
ND9 4 7

220' 1/6 4/17" 1/6 Pac
Reel 6+
Arms
Arm Pan Con

46
11
46
46
506

Marc Steve - IMX
"C-Man"
$457.90
NY - UG1
Seattle Paint Survey 5.23-2008
Clean Solution (Color)
- no pigment Natural

542 - 2164
Eagle 366-0365
HD East 540-1900

Amara 361-7600
Daly's 633-4200

Thompson Baird
untill after unclear.

Spined 2-3

Arm 3-4

Rad 5 x 1(2) 3-4

Something is pretty wrong.

You’re out of time.

Other side 7: water

cavernous

piercing

all of his skin was a scar.
Get rain

Other days I had passed

Tom Hancock's book?

What do I need?

Sending along line

Do you want

Meet you?
Evading leading out a spirit of pain in his (at) side

Push w/ technology

They are modest wonder to us, man.
tremble

But what if she said, 'I've heard better voices on mighty crews.')
Without limits - Pre

LSI Logic NY LSI
EMC NY EMC
Akamai NSDQ AKAM
Atmel " AMKR
Atmel " ATML

amendment: Yo mother
head a be called ya name.
enchanged, records

drilled up/
critics have, or have
journey this place, this
footing, in nature, &
some way, we're lugs

Once the us a injury
under 1 roof. It was
a duplex, luckily

3 - acts
. word has no flavor
until it's prased thru
cream. They're full of
additives, those guys.

ammonium sulfite is slow
miturate/mitric acid
ammonium nitrate/mix

16.16.16: 8.77% Ammon. N
7.37% Una

3 6 mT
3 Redzenda
1 Red Saile
There:
mow lawn
path (dirt)
blackberry compost
R mauls along S. line
spray shelf: 12" bet - both
S - trail: 12" bet - top
Width: 6" - 6 1/2"
50 width: 21 1/2
E: 5 1/2" - 6"
9 1/2' long
outside: 4" wide W
3" E
3/8 screws (50)
hoops?
staple gun?
Claire
Anniversary card
Haight

IBM
Sal SBF - buy @ 19?
garden: soil
watering spray

Scott R.
Life as Sweet

90° turn → S 1 N. 21 curve to E. To top of driveway.

4' @ Need driveway.

(Grass and green box)

Planted box: pipe curio

E N/S tarp tite; pipes beside drain 1' from indie

Bank: 3' from W of trees

11' deep @ top, 26' @ bottom

Sprigged at foot.